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ELECTING A LEADER IS A CLASSICAL PROBLEM IN DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING SYSTEM. SYNCHRONIZATION BETWEEN PROCESSES OFTEN REQUIRES ONE PROCESS ACTING AS A COORDINATOR. IF AN ELECTED LEADER NODE FAILS, THE OTHER NODES OF THE SYSTEM NEED TO ELECT ANOTHER LEADER WITHOUT MUCH WASTING OF TIME. THE BULLY ALGORITHM IS A CLASSICAL APPROACH FOR ELECTING A LEADER IN A SYNCHRONOUS DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING SYSTEM, WHICH IS USED TO DETERMINE THE PROCESS WITH HIGHEST PRIORITY NUMBER AS THE COORDINATOR. IN THIS PAPER, WE HAVE DISCUSSED THE LIMITATIONS OF BULLY ALGORITHM AND PROPOSED A SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT METHOD FOR THE BULLY ALGORITHM WHICH REDUCES THE NUMBER OF MESSAGES DURING THE ELECTION. OUR ANALYTICAL SIMULATION SHOWS THAT, OUR PROPOSED ALGORITHM IS MORE EFFICIENT THAN THE BULLY ALGORITHM WITH FEWER MESSAGES PASSING AND FEWER STAGES.
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1. INTRODUCTION

DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING IS A DECENTRALIZED AND PARALLEL COMPUTING, USING TWO OR MORE COMPUTERS COMMUNICATING OVER A NETWORK TO ACCOMPLISH A COMMON TASK. CENTRALIZED CONTROL IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS HELPS TO ACHIEVE SOME SPECIFIC GOALS SUCH AS MUTUAL EXCLUSION, SYNCHRONIZATION, LOAD BALANCING, AND TIME SCHEDULING. THIS TYPE OF DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM OFTEN REQUIRES A UNIQUE NODE TO PLAY THE ROLE OF LEADER OR COORDINATOR OF THE OTHER NODES TO TAKE CARE OF SYNCHRONIZATION. AS NODE CRASH FAILURE IS VERY COMMON IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS. FAILURE OF A LEADER NODE REQUIRES SPECIAL ATTENTION AND NEEDS EXTRA TASKS TO ELECT ANOTHER ONE TO ACT AS LEADER.

THE COLLABORATING PROCESSES ARE OFTEN IDENTICAL. ONE OF THE CENTRAL PROBLEMS IS ELECTION OF A LEADER. GIVEN A NETWORK OF PROCESSES, EXACTLY ONE PROCESS SHOULD TAKE THE DECISION THAT IT IS THE LEADER. IT IS USUALLY REQUIRED THAT ALL NON-LEADER PROCESSES ARE INFORMED OR INVOLVED IN THE PROCESS OF THE LEADER ELECTION. A LEADER ELECTION ALGORITHM IS ONE OF THE BASIC ACTIVITIES OF DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS, AS IT ACTS AS A BASIS FOR MORE COMPLEX AND HIGH LEVEL ALGORITHMS AND APPLICATIONS. AN IMPORTANT CHALLENGE IN DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS IS THE ADOPTION OF SUITABLE AND EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS FOR COORDINATOR ELECTION. THE MAIN ROLE OF AN ELECTED COORDINATOR IS TO MANAGE THE USE OF A SHARED RESOURCE IN AN OPTIMAL MANNER WHICH IN TURN MAINTAINS THE COHERENCY OF THE SYSTEM EVEN DURING PARTIAL FAILURES.

1.1. Motivation

The main drawback of Bully algorithm is more number of message passing. As it is mentioned before the message passing has order O(n^2) that increases traffic in network. It also has five stages to decide the next leader which would waste a lot of time for the processes to resume their normal execution. Bully algorithm is a safe way for election; however its traffic is relatively high.

1.2. Contribution

In this paper, we have proposed a modified Bully algorithm which preserves all the advantages of the existing algorithm and at the same time eliminates the limitations of it by reducing...
Simplifying the above formula, we get
\[ T_m = \frac{n(n + 1)}{2} \]  
which is of \(O(n^2)\).

In our modified algorithm, considering worst case and assuming lowest process start election, then:

(i) Total number of election message sent to set \((S)\) of \(n\) processes \(\{(P_1, P_2, P_3, \ldots, P_n)\}\) are \((n - 1)\).

(ii) Total response message received is \((n - 1)\).

(iii) Informing to coordinator and coordinator to check with past coordinator involve two messages, and

(iv) Finally informing to every process by sending coordinator message is again \((n - 1)\) message.

The number of message passing between processes for performing election is obtained from the following formula:

\[ T_m = (n - 1) + (n - 1) + 1 + 1 + (n - 1), \text{ or} \]
\[ T_m = 3n - 1 \text{ or } 3n \]  
which is of \(O(n)\).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we discussed the drawbacks of Bully algorithm and then we presented an optimized method for the Bully algorithm called modified bully algorithm. Modified Bully algorithm shows improved performance than the Bully algorithm. The additional advantages of modified Bully algorithm are that this algorithm is a very simple, having fail-safe mechanism, no parallel election, and reduced number of messages.

Our analytical simulation shows that our algorithm is more efficient rather than the Bully algorithm, in both number of message passing and the number of stages, and when only one process runs the algorithm message passing complexity decreased from \(O(n^2)\) to \(O(n)\).

In this analysis we consider the worst case in modified algorithm. Result of this analysis clearly shows that modified algorithm is better than bully algorithm with fewer message passing and the fewer stages.
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